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Museum,Textiles, 
and...

Here we feature our newest museum collaboration with The J. Paul Getty 
Trust, which is the world's largest cultural and philanthropic organization 
dedicated to the visual arts, and founded on the belief in making art avail-
able to the public for its education and enjoyment.  Van Gogh’s Irises, from 
the Getty collection, is an iconic work of art but we have introduced a 
fresh perspective by zooming in on the blooms and focusing on the brush-
work and color.  

The blues and greens of Le Moderne from MFA Boston look beautiful in 
combination with Irises and feel fresh, new, and young, but can also work 
back to a mid-century modern aesthetic.  By contrast, Deyrolle’s detailed 
and rich illustrations of coral and shells lend the grouping a dreamy, 
vintage feeling. You feel the beauty of the sea and the romance of the old 
world in Coral Curiostities.

As always, Chatsworth brings us gorgeous English design rooted in 
Eastern tradition.  Delicate pink petals and yellow butterflies of 
Coromandel Garden create a light spring palette and also reference the 
tropical climate of coastal India.  

With Devonshire Ball and Blossoms and Brooches, we commemorate the 
120th anniversary of the Duchess of Devonshire’s Diamond Jubilee 
Ball given at Chatsworth in 1897.  Chatsworth will celebrate the ball 
with an exhibition of the costumes and jewels worn by partygoers, 
and curated by none other than Vogue editor-at-large, Hamish Bowles.  
Devonshire Ball is our modern take on a black and white etching of the 
original ball, updated with bright colors and a touch of metallic, like 
the sumptuous gowns and frock coats worn by ball-goers.  Blossoms 
and Brooches plays off the upcoming exhibit and mixes botanical prints 
with the Duchess’s jeweled brooches, surrounded by a blue border 
taken from a china pattern found in Chatsworth’s archives.  



... Contemporary
This Spring we have created a whole collection of contemporary art, using 
strong, exuberant color to convey the freshness and energy of the contempo-
rary art leading in home décor and fashion.  

Isabelle de Borchgrave’s Papiers Plisse anchors this concept with strong color 
and pleated paper.  We follow on the heels of the success of Splatterware, with 
Brushstroke and Papageno, both paintings filled with energy and color.  

Swiss artist Dominik Stauch created Color Theory through working on the 
stone lithography press at Wolfensberger.  And in another nod to the 
fashion trends of the moment, Marble provides a new “neutral”; giving 
subtle texture as an alternative to solid color.  This series of contempo-
rary paintings add color and texture to every setting and introduce a fresh 
new look to Caspari style.



Garden 
& Botanical Study

Spring, as ever, brings with it a garden of delights.  The wildflowers of 
Collier Campbell’s Secret Garden bridge the gap between classic floral 
and modern art, in their use of bright color and bold pattern.  As a 
new partner, Collier Campbell works beautifully across the collection 
– it pairs equally well with the other florals and with our grouping of 
geometrics and stripes.  Collier Campbell was founded in the 1960s 
by British sisters, Susan Collier and Sarah Campbell, and their joyful 
hand painted designs have been used by the likes of Yves Saint Laurent 
and Liberty of London.  

Gorgeous fuchsia rhododendrons, painted by Catherine 
Weisz in Shade Garden, and Parvenah Holloway’s dragon-
flies and lily pads in Jeweled Pond continue this feeling of 
sun-drenched color.  Next, we move through a tulip 
garden with Gertrude Hamilton’s wonderfully realistic 
renderings in Tulips.  This design reminds us of tulip fields 
in Holland and the fresh cut tulips sold in bunches along 
the streets of Denmark, to shouts of “Ti for Tyve! (10 for 
20 kroner!)” 

Tender, pale green leaves of Cabbageware herald spring 
like nothing else, using engraved prints from the Royal 
Horticultural Society and referencing the almost obses-
sive love for lettuceware china designed by Dodie Thayer 
and championed so stylishly by Tory Burch and admirers 
of the Palm Beach lifestyle.  And finally, Fleurs de Mariage 
showcases the delicate white blooms of hydrangeas, 
accented with hints of lilac and pale green, perfect for a 
wedding or bridal shower, and painted by Karen Kluglein.



Coastal & P�lside
Whether oceanside or poolside, the brightness of the sun and the 
coolness of the water come through in this year’s summery designs.  
We present a clean, graphic story with Sail Away and Nautilus, celebrat-
ing the punchy colors and preppy styles we love to see at the beach.  
Awning Stripe in Black and White and Brights goes with everything, but 
speaks particularly to summer style and the laid back vibe of a beach 
house, while Bal Harbour provides a mod sort of glamour with its 
bright color and bold lines.



Spring Occasions
Caspari is there for every occasion, be it Valentine’s, Easter, Fourth of 
July, or birthday!  Napkins and plates are only the beginning; we have 
everything you need to throw the perfect party.  Don’t forget the 
cups, candles, tablecovers, and favor bags!

Happy Hearts works equally well for Valentine’s Day, a girl’s birthday, or 
even an engagement party.  Winston and Friends, Sweet Temptations, and 
Scoop are all so cute, we love them for kids and adults alike.  And don’t 
forget the broad selection in our all occasion collection.


